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UNEXPECTED UNDEAD BREAK-UP Nothing sucks the romance out of world travel like a boyfriend who may or may not
have broken up with you in a hotel room in Brussels. Jane Jameson's sexy sire Gabriel has always been unpredictable,
but the seductive, anonymous notes that await him at each stop of their international vacation, coupled with his evasive
behavior over the past few months, finally push Jane onto the next flight home to Half Moon Hollow -- alone, upset, and
unsure whether Gabriel just ended their relationship without actually telling her. Now the children's-librarian-turnedvampire is reviving with plenty of Faux Type O, some TLC from her colorful friends and family, and her plans for a Brave
New Jane. Step One: Get her newly renovated occult bookstore off the ground. Step Two: Support her best friend, Zeb,
and his werewolf bride as they prepare for the impending birth of their baby...or litter. Step Three: Figure out who's been
sending her threatening letters, and how her hostile pen pal is tied to Gabriel. Because for this nice girl, surviving a
broken heart is suddenly becoming a matter of life and undeath....
(A standalone Heartbreaker Bay novel) Meet cute... Run for the hills—temporarily. That’s Colbie Albright’s plan when she
flees New York for San Francisco. Wrangling her crazy family by day and writing a bestselling YA fantasy series by night
has taken its toll. In short, Colbie’s so over it that she’s under it. She’s also under the waters of a historic San Francisco
fountain within an hour of arrival. Fortunately, the guy who fishes Colbie out has her looking forward to Christmas among
strangers. But she’s pretty sure Spencer Baldwin won’t be a stranger for long. Make merry... Spence’s commitment to
hiding from the Ghosts of Relationships Past means he doesn’t have to worry about the powerful—okay, crazy
hot—chemistry he’s got with Colbie. Just because she can laugh at anything, especially herself... just because she’s
gorgeous and a great listener…just because she “gets” Spence immediately doesn’t mean he won’t be able to let Colbie
go. Does it? …and hope for a miracle. Now the clock’s ticking for Colbie and Spence: Two weeks to cut loose. Two
weeks to fall hard. Two weeks to figure out how to make this Christmas last a lifetime.
Three sexy stories together in one collection, for the first time! The men are heroes—strong, fearless… Fireman Ethan
Winters ran headlong into a burning building to find Rosie Carrington. Rescue worker Brett Gannon defied the
aftershocks of a San Francisco earthquake to prevent Haley Brubaker from entering her collapsing home. And
emergency-room doctor Matt Walker braved gale force winds and rising floodwater to rescue scientist Molly Stanton. And
impossible to resist! For Rosie, the heat in Ethan's eyes was enough to start a three-alarm blaze! As for Haley, being
trapped amidst the rubble with Brett meant heightened tension—and heightened passion. And sheltering together from the
storm, Molly needed Matt to make love to her. It was the only way for her to know she was still alive…and that she'd stay
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that way.
From New York Times bestselling "master storyteller"* Jill Shalvis comes a collection of two stories of love on the wild
side.... Animal Magnetism?When Lilah Young rear-ends the truck of pilot-for-hire Brady Miller, the kennel co-owner finds
it hard to ignore the sexy, gorgeous stranger. Lilah has lived in Sunshine, Idaho, all her life, and Brady is just passing
through, but both of them are abandoning their instincts to surrender to primal desire. Animal Attraction?Jade Bennett
has found refuge as a receptionist at Dell Connelly's veterinary clinic. Used to planning everything in her life, Jade is
surprised when Dell's seductive, alluring ways spark an uncontrollable desire. And though Dell has never had time for
love, Jade's strength and sass are the kind of call no red-blooded male can resist.... *Reader to Reader Reviews
Originally published in 2014 by Signet Eclipse.
When he meets Lilah Young, co-owner of the town's only kennel, pilot-for-hire Brady Miller, who is new in town, is
intrigued by this woman and her menagerie of animals and wonders if he has finally found a place to settle down.
"A book to savor--and share." —Susan Wiggs, New York Times Bestselling Author The New York Times bestselling
author of Rainy Day Friends and Lost and Found Sisters returns to Wildstone, California... Brooke Lemon has always led
the life she wanted, wild adventures—and mistakes—included, something her perfect sister, Mindy, never understood. So
when Mindy shows up on Brooke’s doorstep in the throes of a break-down with her three little kids in tow, Brooke’s
shocked. Wanting to make amends, Brooke agrees to trade places, taking the kids back to Wildstone for a few days so
Mindy can pick up the pieces and put herself back together. What Brooke doesn’t admit is she’s just as broken . . . Also
how does one go home after seven years away? It doesn’t take long for Brooke to come face-to-face with her past, in
the form of one tall, dark, sexy mistake. But Garrett’s no longer interested. Only his words don’t match his actions,
leaving Brooke feeling things she’d shoved deep. Soon the sisters begin to wonder: Are they lemons in life? In love? All
they know is that neither seems to be able to run far enough to outpace her demons. And when secrets surface, they’ll
have to learn that sometimes the one person who can help you the most is the one you never thought to ask.
A dangerously sensual collection of stories includes Cherry Adair's Playing for Keeps, Dare to Desire by Julie Elizabeth
Leto, and Jill Shalvis's Nothing to Lose, in which an antiques dealer is offered a great deal of money to locate a man from
her past, an offer she cannot refuse, especially when uncontrollable passion is involved. Original.
A woman is found dead on the island of Gozo. The cops say she fell from the Azure Window tourist spot, but her father
thinks otherwise. CIA Section Chief Foster needs help to prove it was murder, so he turns to the only person he knows
can get the job done: John Steel. The Hive, securely seated under the US Embassy on the island of Malta, is an
operation that monitors all passage from North Africa and the Middle East into Europe and the US. A platform that
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requires the latest in technology and facial recognition. In seven days, that software will be updated. In two days, all hell
will break loose. And the clock is ticking for an attack on American soil. Together with the beautiful Sammara Malk of
Mossad, can Steel find out who killed Lucy - and stop whoever is behind the impending attack? This is the large print
edition of Maltese Steel, with a larger font / typeface for easier reading.
Veterinarian Dell Connelly, who has never had time for love, is drawn to his new receptionist Jade Bennett, who has
escaped from her well-meaning but smothering family to start a new life. Reissue. 100,000 first printing.
In her Avon debut, New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Jill Shalvis launches a fun, sexy new
contemporary romance series featuring a boy, a girl, and one wily wishing well. Choose the one guy you can’t have . . .
As captain of a San Francisco Bay tour boat, Pru can handle rough seas—the hard part is life on dry land. Pru loves her
new apartment and her neighbors; problem is, she’s in danger of stumbling into love with Mr. Right for Anybody But Her.
Fall for him—hard . . . Pub owner Finn O’Riley is six-foot-plus of hard-working hottie who always makes time for his
friends. When Pru becomes one of them, she discovers how amazing it feels to be on the receiving end of that deep
green gaze. But when a freak accident involving darts (don’t ask) leads to shirtless first aid, things rush way past the
friend zone. Fast. And then tell him the truth. Pru only wants Finn to be happy; it’s what she wishes for at the historic
fountain that’s supposed to grant her heart’s desire. But wanting him for herself is a different story—because Pru’s been
keeping a secret that could change everything. . . .
A woman’s world is turned upside down by one night’s torrid fling in this Animal Magnetism romance from New York
Times bestselling author Jill Shalvis. Veterinary intern Emily can’t believe she wound up in the small town of Sunshine,
Idaho, instead of the Los Angeles clinic she had always imagined. Now she has to put her plans to move to L.A. on hold
for a whole year while she fulfills the obligation of her vet school scholarship. Then Wyatt, her gorgeous one-night stand
from a Reno vet conference, introduces himself as her new boss. And Emily is just as drawn to his seductive looks and
quiet strength as she was on that very steamy night. She soon learns that Wyatt isn’t just a laid-back doctor, but a
delicious alpha male tempting her away from her carefully laid-out plans...
Note to Maintenance: Check the air vents and temp regulator on elevator 2A. Guest seen coming off it looking dazed and
flushed. Note to Housekeeping: Refill the sensual massaging oils in the Haiku suite. Farm-girl-turned-TV-producer Em
Harris is in way over her head. Trying to bag chef Jacob Hill for her new culinary show is one thing. Staying at the sexthemed hotel Hush, where his restaurant is located, is quite another. Her goal there is to convince Jacob, known for
looking and cooking like a dream, to sign a contract. But after a few days of being enveloped in Hush's sensual
atmosphere, the only thing on Em's mind is discovering if Jacob tastes as delicious as he appears....
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"Fall in love with Jill Shalvis. She's my go-to read for humor and heart!"-Susan Mallery, New York Times bestselling
author Mia Appleby finally has the life she always wanted. She's escaped her trailer trash childhood and built a nice life
for herself with a marketing job and a cute, little condo. But no matter how much baggage she's ditched from her past,
she still hasn't managed to shake her greatest weakness-men. So when her new neighbor turns out to be single and ohso-sexy, Mia's worried she's playing with fire . . . Kevin McKnight can't get enough of his gorgeous neighbor, but after one
amazing night, she's already showing him the door. Something tells him this is the way she handles most men. But Kevin
is far from your average guy-and he's ready to prove it to Mia. When a blast from her past shakes up Mia's life in a major
way, will she stick with her self-sufficient solo act . . . or take a chance leaning on Kevin's strong shoulders?
For fans for Sylvia Day, J. Kenner and Maya Banks. A scorchingly sexy novel from the New York Times ebook
bestselling author of the Because You Are Mine series and The Affair. Vic Savian knows what he wants when he sees it.
And what he wants is his sexy neighbour, Niall Chandler. When he finds her in the hallway of their building being
harassed by an aggressive suitor, Vic steps in - and finds himself greatly rewarded... Sleeping with her gorgeous
neighbour - when she didn't even know his last name - was the craziest thing Niall's ever done. Now, she can't seem to
get enough of Vic, or what he stirs in her. Suddenly she's exploring uninhibited pleasures she's never known before. But
when her past returns to haunt her, she and Vic are forced to venture beyond the pleasures of the flesh, and risk it all on
something deeper, something found only in the heart. Enter the seductive world of Beth Kery where the rules are broken
with that first electrifying touch in the sizzling Because You Are Mine, One Night of Passion and The Affair novels.
From New York Times bestselling author Jill Shalvis comes a friends-to-frenemies-to-lovers story… Add in a few secrets.
Shake. Stir. Then read on a lazy summer day at the beach… Brynn Turner desperately wishes she had it together, but her
personal life is like a ping-pong match that’s left her scared and hurt after so many attempts to get it right. In search of a
place to lick her wounds and get a fresh start, she heads back home to Wildstone. And then there’s Kinsey Davis, who
after battling serious health issues her entire twenty-nine years of life, is tired of hoping for . . . well, anything. She's
fierce, tough, and she’s keeping more than one bombshell of a secret from Brynn -- her long-time frenemy. But then
Brynn runs into Kinsey's best friend, Eli, renewing her childhood crush. The good news: he’s still easy-going and funny
and sexy as hell. The bad news: when he gets her to agree to a summer-time deal to trust him to do right by her, no
matter what, she never dreams it’ll result in finding a piece of herself she didn’t even know was missing. She could have
real connections, possibly love, and a future—if she can only learn to let go of the past. As the long days of summer wind
down, the three of them must discover if forgiveness is enough to grasp the unconditional love that’s right in front of
them.
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It’s Christmastime again in Heartbreaker Bay! When Sean O’Riley shows up at the Hartford Bed & Breakfast for his
older brother’s bachelor weekend, he’s just hoping to make it through the weekend. What he’s not expecting is to come
face to face with the woman he lost his virginity to a decade ago—a woman he’s never really forgotten. The last time Lotti
Hartford saw Sean, she told him she loved him while he said nothing. Now, ten years later, she’s just looking for a good
time. For once, she wants to be the wild and free one, and Sean – the good time guy – is the perfect candidate. But as
the weekend continues, Sean realizes that after a lifetime of being the hook-up king, he’s ready to find happily-ever-after,
and he wants it with Lotti. But will she open her heart to him again? As Christmas sweeps through the little B&B, he can
only hope love and magic are in the air.
First Time Available! Following the USA Today bestseller, Lost and Found Sisters, comes Rainy Day Friends, Jill
Shalvis’ moving story of heart, loss, betrayal, and friendship. Six months after Lanie Jacobs’ husband’s death, it’s hard
to imagine anything could deepen her sense of pain and loss. But then Lanie discovers she isn’t the only one grieving
his sudden passing. A serial adulterer, he left behind several other women who, like Lanie, each believe she was his
legally wedded wife. Rocked by the infidelity, Lanie is left to grapple with searing questions. How could she be so wrong
about a man she thought she knew better than anyone? Will she ever be able to trust another person? Can she even
trust herself? Desperate to make a fresh start, Lanie impulsively takes a job at the family-run Capriotti Winery. At first,
she feels like an outsider among the boisterous Capriottis. With no real family of her own, she’s bewildered by how
quickly they all take her under their wing and make her feel like she belongs. Especially Mark Capriotti, a gruffly
handsome Air Force veteran turned deputy sheriff who manages to wind his way into Lanie’s cold, broken heart—along
with the rest of the clan. Everything is finally going well for her, but the arrival of River Green changes all that. The freshfaced twenty-one-year old seems as sweet as they come…until her dark secrets come to light—secrets that could destroy
the new life Lanie’s only just begun to build.
(A standalone Heartbreaker Bay novel) If she has her way . . . Willa Davis is wrangling puppies when Keane Winters stalks into
her pet shop with frustration in his chocolate-brown eyes and a pink bedazzled cat carrier in his hand. He needs a kitty sitter, stat.
But the last thing Willa needs is to rescue a guy who doesn’t even remember her . . . He’ll get nothing but coal in his stocking.
Saddled with his great-aunt’s Feline from Hell, Keane is desperate to leave her in someone else’s capable hands. But in spite of
the fact that he’s sure he’s never seen the drop-dead-gorgeous pet shop owner before, she seems to be mad at him . . . Unless
he tempers “naughty” with a special kind of nice . . . Willa can’t deny that Keane’s changed since high school: he’s less
arrogant, for one thing—but can she trust him not to break her heart again? It’s time to throw a coin in the fountain, make a
Christmas wish—and let the mistletoe do its work . . .
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USA Today Bestseller New York Times bestselling author Jill Shalvis returns to Wildstone with the touching story of finding your
place in the world—and the people who make it home. Piper Manning’s about as tough as they come, she’s had to be. She raised
her siblings and they’ve thankfully flown the coop. All she has to do is finish fixing up the lake house her grandparents left her, sell
it, and then she’s free. When a massive storm hits, she runs into a tall, dark and brooding stranger, Camden Reid. There’s a
spark there, one that shocks her. Surprising her further, her sister and brother return, each of them holding their own secrets. The
smart move would be for Piper to ignore them all but Cam unleashes emotions deep inside of her that she can’t deny, making her
yearn for something she doesn’t understand. And her siblings…well, they need each other. Only when the secrets come out, it
changes everything Piper thinks she knows about her family, herself…and Cam. Can she find a way to outrun the demons? The
answer is closer than she thinks—just as the new life she craves may have already begun.
An injured soldier returns home and finds a surprising connection with woman from his past in this Animal Magnetism romance.
Special Ops soldier Griffin Reid doesn’t exactly have happy memories of growing up in Sunshine, Idaho. He’s only come back to
recover from a war injury, and while he refuses to admit he’s in a weakened state, he finds comfort in the last person he’d expect.
Kate Evans teaches fourth grade science in Sunshine, the place she’s always called home. Dreaming of graduate school and a
happily-ever-after, she’s desperate to break out of the monotony of Sunshine. Luckily, a certain sexy man has just come back into
her life. To Griffin, Kate as always been his little sister’s friend, but now he’s finding her to be so much more. As both attempt to
forge their paths, they must decide if their passionate connection can turn into something lasting...
Shalvis, the award-winning and national bestselling author of "Strong and Sexy, Out of This World," and "Get a Clue," delivers the
first in a sensational new series about three bad-boy heroes who mix breathtaking adventure and scorching sex appeal.
The first in the sexy, heartwarming Animal Magnetism series from the New York Times bestselling author of the Lucky Harbor
series. Fans of Bella Andre, Robyn Carr and Rachel Gibson will adore these romances with Jill's irresistible combination of humour
and romance. Sunshine, Idaho, is a small, sunny town - the perfect home for man and beast. Well, maybe not for man, as pilot-forhire Brady Miller discovers when his truck is rear-ended by what appears to be Noah's Ark. As the co-owner of the town's only
kennel, Lilah Young has good reason to be distracted behind the wheel - there are puppies, a piglet and a duck in her Jeep. Still,
she doesn't find it hard to focus on the sexy, gorgeous stranger she's collided with. Brady is just passing through, but there's
something about Lilah and her menagerie that makes the temptation of staying in Sunshine one that's difficult to resist... Want
more sexy, fun romance? Return to Sunshine, Idaho for more of the captivating Animal Magnetism series, or visit spellbinding
Lucky Harbor in Jill's bestselling series.
Kenna Mallory is giving up "making it on her own"--aka poodle groomer and accounts payable clerk, jobs that haven't used all her
natural abilities--to join the family biz and prove she's got what it takes to be VP of the newest Mallory Hotel. Okay, so maybe she
has way more hair and cleavage than it takes, but that should be an asset around co-VP Weston Roth. Wrong. Wes is hot, as Ivy
League as the hotel's elite guests, and isn't buying the blond routine. Time to change tactics and start working the numbers. Good
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thing math is Kenna's other natural asset. And when it comes to getting the guy, if it isn't hair that grabs him...it's, uh, figures.
FIRST TIME AVAILABLE If you’re planning on falling in love… When it comes to the confident, charismatic Caleb Parker, Sadie
Lane feels the spark—the kind that comes from rubbing each other the wrong way. She’s yoga pants, he’s a suit. She’s a tattoo
artist, he’s a straight-laced mogul. But after they accidentally co-rescue an abandoned dog from a storm, Sadie sees a vulnerable
side to the seemingly invincible hottie. you’d better be sure… Caleb doesn’t do emotions. Growing up the underdog, he’s learned
the hard way to build up an impenetrable wall. Perfect for business. Disastrous for relationships. He’s never worried about it
before—not until he finally gets behind Sadie’s armor and begins to fall. … someone is there to catch you. Both guarded and
vulnerable, Sadie and Caleb are complete opposites. Or are they? Shocked at their undeniable connection, can they ever admit to
wanting more? That all depends on what they’re each willing to risk.
The eighth enchanting novel in the Lucky Harbor series from New York Times bestselling author Jill Shalvis, laced with her
trademark gift for humour, warmth and romance. Fans of Susan Andersen, Bella Andre, Rachel Gibson, Carly Phillips, and Susan
Mallery will fall head over heels for the Lucky Harbor series. There's nothing like the real thing. After dropping out of pastry school
and messing up her big break on a reality cooking show, Leah Sullivan needs to accomplish something in her life. But when she
returns home to Lucky Harbor, she finds herself distracted by her best friend, Jack Harper. In an effort to cheer up Jack's ailing
mother, Dee, Leah tells a little fib - that she and Jack are more than just friends. Soon pretending to be hot and heavy with this
hunky firefighter feels too real to handle. No-strings attachments suit Jack just fine; they are perfect for keeping the risk of
heartbreak away. But as Jack and Leah break every one of their just-friends rules, he longs to turn their pretend relationship into
something permanent. Do best friends know too much about each other to risk falling in love, or will Jack and Leah discover
something new about each other in a little town called Lucky Harbor? Want more sexy, fun romance? Return to spellbinding Lucky
Harbor, visit Sunshine, Idaho for some Animal Magnetism, or take a trip to Cedar Ridge's unforgettable Colorado Mountains in
Jill's other bestselling series.
Sign up for recreational adult programs now! Class: How to Drive Him Crazy Instructional program for women unexpectedly facing
the totally dishy guy from their past. Everyone welcome! NHL coach Mark Diego's plan to spend his off-season volunteering in his
hometown goes awry when he learns that not only is he coaching teenage girls, but that the program is coordinated by energetic
(and five feet two inches of trouble) coordinator Rainey Saunders, his childhood friend—and the woman he could never stand to
see dating any other guy…. When their tempers flare, Mark and Rainey discover their fireworks don't just burn angry—they burn
very, very hot! But that'll just sweeten the victory. Because Mark always plays to win. And with Rainey, he's planning on playing
very dirty, too…
What would you change if you had to start your life—and love life—over again? When Emma Harris wakes up from a coma she
learns that her fiancé and her BFF have fallen in love, she’s lost her job, and the life she knew is gone. Overwhelmed but grateful
to be alive she starts over from scratch. Not as easy as it sounds, of course. But she’s never been a quitter, even if she wishes
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she could quit rehab, where her hot but evil physical therapist, Simon, puts her through the wringer. Eager for a new beginning,
Emma opens a doggy day care. Unfortunately, the only space she can afford is owned by her childhood nemesis Ali Pratt. But
hey, she’s been through worse, right? She tries to roll with the punches, but a friend drops his grandpa off at the doggy day care
in desperation then on top of that, she and Ali bring the term ‘frenemies’ to a whole new level. And then another grandparent
shows up. And another. In the midst of all that, Emma realizes she’s accidentally fallen for Evil PT. But the most horrifying thing of
all is that Ali just might have turned into the best friend she’s ever had. And as Emma grows from the pain of her past and takes
on her new path, she comes to realize that life isn’t what you’re given, it’s what you make of it.
From the New York Times bestselling author Jill Shalvis comes an emotional women's fiction read about a woman determined to
take advantage of her second chance and live life to the fullest. Bailey Moore is finally getting to live on her own terms. After a
fierce battle with cancer, she's ready to do all the things she never dared to before, like sail the Greek Islands and explore
Europe's castles. Her first new adventure brings her to Cedar Ridge Resort, a ski lodge in the Colorado Rockies. Bailey quickly
discovers that following her No Regrets List won't be easy. It doesn't offer instructions for how to deal with a suffocating mother or
an ex-fiancé who doesn't want to let her go. Her list also doesn't include falling for the lodge's swoon-worthy head of ski patrol,
Hud Kincaid, and his boisterous, kindhearted family. As much as she longs to travel the world, Bailey soon realizes it will be hard
to leave the small town of Cedar Ridge and the people in it. And when her past comes calling, she'll have to summon more
courage than ever before to live the life she truly wants.
As the brains behind wedding site TyingTheKnot.com, Callie sees it all: from the ring to the dress, the smiles, to the tears. It's that
last part that keeps her single and not looking. Getting left at the altar will do that to a girl. But when Callie returns to her old
hometown, she finds that her sweet high school crush is sexier than ever. And he makes it hard to remember why she's sworn off
love. Tanner is a deep-sea diver with a wild, adrenaline-junkie past - and now his teenage son is back in his life. How can Tanner
be a role model when he's still paying for his own mistakes? It's hard enough that gorgeous Callie has appeared in town like a
beautiful dream, challenging his best-laid plans to keep his heart on lockdown. Though there's something about being around her
again that makes him feel like he can be the man she - and his son - deserve.
When a beautiful doctor butts heads with a laid-back mountain man, the spark is undeniable in this romance by the New York
Times bestselling author. Dr. Emma Sinclair sharpened her skills in a fast-paced New York City ER. Now she’s happy to spend a
summer running her father's clinic in the Sierra Nevadas. In the quiet town of Wishful, California, Emma treats bee stings, stomach
flu, and Stone Wilder—a patient who’s almost as irritating as he is irresistible. Emma can’t stand the way he laughs at her…or get
enough of his mischievous grin. As co-owner of Wilder Adventures and Expeditions, Stone knows how to treat a fish out of water.
When he tries to help Emma loosen up, he pictures white-water rafting or scenic mountain hikes. He never bargained for an
intimate encounter. While Emma is sure she has no place in a town like Wishful, Stone knows that belongs here—in this town, and
in his life. Convincing her is a challenge he was born to take.
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Welcome to Wishful, California, where the mountain air is fresh, the people are small-town friendly, and the wide-open spaces will
inspire you to find the life and love you’ve been dreaming of... INSTANT ATTRACTION For accountant Katie Kramer, being the
good girl hasn’t added up to happiness. So she’s heading to a quirky mountain town for a new job with an expedition company,
hoping to break some rules and make some memories. Enter Cameron Wilder, who’s happy to help Katie do all that and much
more. But what happens when love enters the equation? INSTANT GRATIFICATION Dr. Emma Sinclair has swapped a hectic
New York City ER for summer in the Sierra Nevadas. In between treating bee stings and stomach flu, she’s clashing with Stone
Wilder. The co-owner of Wilder Adventures and Expeditions thinks the good doctor needs to loosen up. But when their connection
turns intimate, can he convince her she belongs in this town—and in his life? INSTANT TEMPTATION The untamed landscape
around Wishful is the perfect place for Harley Stephens to study a rare coyote. She isn’t counting on stubborn, sexy travel guide
T.J. Wilder tagging along. Since high school, they’ve been circling each other, fending off a raw attraction. And maybe it’s time for
Harley to discover just how good it can feel to get a little wilder . . . “Jill Shalvis sweeps you away.” —Cherry Adair
“Shalvis makes me laugh, makes me cry, makes me sigh with pure pleasure.” —Susan Andersen Finding Mr. Right Brilliant
chemist Maggie Bell has a knack for choosing Mr. Wrong, and with yet another lonely Christmas looming, she decides it’s time to
alter the equation—and seek out someone who seems totally wrong for her. Eureka! The heart is a genius . . . Bah Handsome!
Behind on her bills, B&B owner Hope receives an unlikely guest—stranded solicitor Danny, who’s been threatening to put her out
of business. Funny how the holidays can bring people together no matter how much they resist . . . Ms. Humbug Born rebel or
overgrown man child, Matt is the kind of man no woman can tame—until an unexpected encounter with his nemesis, Cami, at the
office holiday party proves there’s an exception to every rule . . .
From New York Times bestselling author Jill Shalvis comes her first women's fiction novel—an unforgettable story of friendship,
love, family, and sisterhood—perfect for fans of Colleen Hoover, Susan Mallery, and Kristan Higgins. They say life can change in an
instant… After losing her sister in a devastating car accident, chef Quinn Weller is finally getting her life back on track. She appears
to have it all: a loving family, a dream job in one of L.A.'s hottest eateries, and a gorgeous boyfriend dying to slip an engagement
ring on her finger. So why does she feel so empty, like she's looking for a missing piece she can't find? The answer comes when a
lawyer tracks down Quinn and reveals a bombshell secret and a mysterious inheritance that only she can claim. This shocking
revelation washes over Quinn like a tidal wave. Her whole life has been a lie. On impulse, Quinn gives up her job, home, and
boyfriend. She heads up the coast to the small hometown of Wildstone, California, which is just a few hours north, but feels worlds
apart from Los Angeles. Though she doesn't quite fit in right away, she can't help but be drawn to the town’s simple
pleasures…and the handsome, dark-haired stranger who offers friendship with no questions asked. As Quinn settles into
Wildstone, she discovers there's another surprise in store for her. The inheritance isn't a house or money, but rather something
earthshattering, something that will make her question everything she thought she knew about herself, about her family. Now with
a world of possibilities opening up to Quinn, she must decide if this new life is the one she was always meant to have—and the one
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that could finally give her the fulfillment she's searched so long for.
Animal MagnetismPenguin
Holed up at his mountain cabin, Ryan Scott runs into the sister of his late wife, who died there a year ago, and tries to convince
her that he is not the threatening man he is rumored to be. Original.
When her father goes missing in the Bitterroot Mountains, Holly Reid turns to Adam Connelly, the man who broke her heart and who, after a
tragic stint in the National Guard, has returned home to Belle Haven, for help.
A New York Times Bestselling AuthorPilot-for-hire Zoe Stone is happy to call Sunshine, Idaho, her home base. But her quiet life is upended
when her brother's friend comes to stay for a week. Parker, a U.S. Fish and Wildlife special agent, is a handsome flirt with a gift for getting
under her skin.
The acclaimed author of "In the Company of My Sistahs" presents a sexy, sassy, and moving new novel about three friends whove had their
share of lifes ups and downs--with no sign that the roller coaster is going to stop anytime soon.
From the New York Times bestselling author of Rumor Has It, Rescue My Heart, and the Lucky Harbor novels... Statistically speaking, these
years are supposed to be the sexual highlight of Dorie Anderson’s life. So where are the highlights already? One phone call has turned
Dorie’s dead-end life into an adventure: she’s won a trip on a singles cruise to Fiji. With her cutest outfits packed and the Love Boat theme
in her head, Dorie boards—and soon meets two irresistible men: a pro baseball player with an irresistible Texas drawl, and the ship’s dark
and mysterious French doctor, Dr. Christian Montague. She’s sure to fall head-over-heels in no time. She just never expected to do it so
quickly, or so literally, tripping over her luggage. With her foot twisted and her ego deflated, Dorie’s dream vacation is about to take the
biggest detour yet. A violent storm has wrecked the ship and cast everyone ashore. A deserted island would be the perfect setting for a
steamy romance, if something sinister wasn’t lurking. Whose alluring arms will Dorie run to? Being stuck never felt so…liberating.
A city girl looking for love and adventure hopes her wishes will come true in Wishful, California—in this romance by the New York
Times–bestselling author. Numbers cruncher Katie Kramer has been a good girl all her life and yet she’s never found a place to fit in. So
now, at rock bottom and her wit’s end, she’s wishing for some good karma. Staring up at the night sky—which is barely visible in LA—she falls
asleep dreaming about a twinkling, falling star, and makes three wishes: The first is to experience a real-life adventure complete with
amazingly athletic feats and danger. The second is for some good sex. And the third is to belong. Really belong somewhere. Anywhere. The
next day Katie reads an ad about a small, far-away mountain town named Wishful, and an expedition company that needs a bookkeeper.
Could it be a dream come true? When Katie arrives in the quirky little town, she finds the Getaway Inn . . . and Cameron Wilder. Cam’s lived
a thousand lifetimes in his thirty years, and there’s so much he wants to show Katie. Most of all that there’s no way to escape karma. “Jill
Shalvis sweeps you away.”—Cherry Adair
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